Fitting instructions for Roman Blinds
WARNING!
Children and vulnerable individuals are the
most at risk of strangulation caused by chains
and loops. ALWAYS use the provided child
safety device (cord cleat for cord operated) and
make sure it is in place at all times and that it
functions correctly.
The cords at the back of roman blinds are
always exposed, thus ensure that children
cannot reach them and supervise them
carefully.
NEVER use roman blinds for a room where
children might be left unsupervised (bedroom,
playroom).

Parts Supplied
Headrail

Cord Operated
Brackets

Child Safety Device
(Cord Cleat)

Installing the headrail
Mark the position of the cord guides by placing the blind against the window. Make sure that the
brackets do not come in contact with the cord guides and that you clear all handles and other
obstructions before installing the brackets. This ensures that the blind hangs freely and operates
accordingly.
The brackets can be mounted by using the hole
at the back for face fixing or the one at the top
for top fixing.

To insert the headrail/blind, you need to push it
into position (A) and close the lever attached to
each bracket. In order to take it off, these levers
need to be released individually.

The blind is operated by pushing the cords outwards for release and towards the centre for locking in
place. The automatic cord lock ensures that the blind locks in any possible position.
Please make sure that the strings of the blinds are entirely equal should the blind not operate evenly.
In case they are not, they can be easily adjusted from the cord connector at the bottom of the cord.

Child Safety
Ensure child safety! All blinds are delivered
with back cord breakaway clips and cord cleats
which need to be installed.

1. Position the cord cleat(s) as close to the headrail as
possible but no less than 1.5 m from the floor.
2. Mark position then drill holes and fix the device(s) into
place using wall plugs if necessary.
3. Ensure that when the blind is fully raised, the entire
length of the cord can be accumulated around the cord
cleat.
NOTE: Blinds over 1500mm in drop might require 2 cord
cleats. If so, they will be provided upon delivery. Never
install them at more than 200mm apart.

Fitting Instructions for Deluxe Headrail
WARNING!
Children and vulnerable individuals are the
most at risk of strangulation caused by chains
and loops. ALWAYS use the child safety tie
down clip and make sure it is in place at all
times and that it functions correctly.
The cords at the back of roman blinds are
always exposed, thus ensure that children
cannot reach them.
NEVER use roman blinds for a room where
children might be left unsupervised (bedroom,
playroom).

Parts Supplied
Components for Deluxe Headrail
Headrail

Metal brackets

Chain metal as
standard

Child Safety Device
a. For metal chain
b. For plastic chain

First remove from the headrail the
brackets that have been provided. It is
necessary that you press at the spring end
in order to detach them from the headrail,
as they are spring based.
Determine in which position the brackets
will be fixed (top or face) and mark the
placing of the screws on the wall before
drilling the holes.The end brackets need to
be spaced at a distance of approximately 8
cm from one another, and the rest of the
brackets will be placed evenly between
them, depending on the width of the blind.
Just clip the headrail back onto the bracket and the blind can now be operated.

Please make sure that the strings of the blinds are
entirely equal should the blind not operate
evenly.
In case they are not, they can be easily adjusted.
Untie each cord at the bottom, adjust then tie
them back.

Ensure child safety! All blinds are delivered with
back cord breakaway clips and tensioning
mechanisms which need to be installed.

Installing the tensioning device
A. Place the Child safety
mechanism along the side of the
blind so that the control chain is no
longer slack.
B. Mark the position and then fix
the device in place with appropriate
screws and wall plugs, if necessary.
NOTE: Make sure that the strands
of the loop are no farther than
50mm apart when exiting the Child
Safety Device.

For metal chain

For plastic chain

